
Humanizing the Coursebook 
 (Please answer in full sentences and in your own words) 

 
 
 
1. What does Tomlinson mean when he says teachers need to humanize their coursebooks? 
Why are most coursebook lacking humanization?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. What are some examples of how coursebooks can be humanized? What do all these 
examples have in common?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. If one were to try to humanize and localize a coursebook for adolescent Korean learners, 
what kind of activities and materials might you want to try with them? Why?  
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	Next Chunk – Q Form
	1. Introduce/Elicit the questions form (assuming that some Ss are already familiar with this form): Is A _____ than B?
	2. Use picture to drill: Have Ss make three Qs and ask them to each other – Ss then ask Qs to T 
	3. Picture as prompt and WB as support when pairs practice Q and A
	CHECKING FORM
	1. Show pictures/elicit names of famous Korean pop singers/movie/sports stars and write on WB
	SURVEY
	Procedure/Steps--these need to be written in the perspective of what the students do
	* T reviews the “Is A  ____ than B? with objects, pictures or students in class.
	* T teaches intros new stem to question: “Which/who is ____ interesting, A or B?” and elicits “more” or “less” from Ss.
	* T previews p. 130 “Structures 1” and checks Ss understanding of USE for less/more: T asks focusing Qs: How many sentences have missing words? Use guiding Qs: How much is the CD player? How much is the watch?
	Top of page 125 - “Look and Say II” 
	* T models (T-Ss & Ss-T) 
	Optional (It only focuses on who)
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	* Ss use the Q: “Who is…”  and the short answer: “A is….” to the new dialogue.
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	* T guides Ss in filling out the game sheet. T can ask: What your name? Where will you write it? For the second column T can ask: What are you writing in the third column? How many people/things will you write down?  For the third column T can ask: What kind of word goes here? What kind of words do we use to talk about people and things? Can you give me a word that tells me about a person or thing? For the fourth column T can ask: What will you write here? Are you writing what you think or what your classmates think? For the fifth column you can ask: How do you get a point? 
	* Ss make questions based on what they have written on their strips:
	A: “Which is _____er A or B?”  or “Who is better, A or B?” 
	B: “A is…...”
	Procedure/Steps--these need to be written in the perspective of what the students do
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	INTRODUCE TARGET LANGUAGE & CHECK MEANING
	1. O/X quiz: Show pictures and model sentences: A penguin can fly. Let Ss use arms to demonstrate understanding
	2. Put Chart on the WB or PPT
	3. Ask Ss question using the target form:
	6.  Model target language. Practice with the group (T-Ss, Ss-T, Ss-Ss)
	CHECKING FORM
	LESS CONTROLLED PRACTICE: CUP, CARD & X-O GAME
	CAN CAN’T GO FISH GAME
	SURVEY

	Procedure/Steps--these need to be written in the perspective of what the students do
	Slide 1: No slide is necessary; unless T decides to have a title page showing on screen
	Slides 2≈10:
	Have Ss share their lists with their partner or in small groups. Tell Ss if they remember something important to add it to their list.
	Life Map – Task 2 
	2. Ask Ss to put the events in their list in order: first, second, next, and then… Model task by putting your sample list on the WB in order. (see PPT)
	3. Monitor as Ss do tasks
	Life Map – Task 3 
	1. Show Ss a picture or sample of a Life Map (Ps. 20 &21) to let them know what they will make

	Monitor Ss to make sure they are on task.
	Sharing Life Map

	3. Ss take terms showing their life maps and explaining the events to their partners
	Second Reading Task
	Third reading Task
	Post Activity

	Procedure/Steps--these need to be written in the perspective of what the students do
	 then T asks, what genre of movies they are.  If Ss don’t know, the T tells them.
	T gives the students the second listening task:  Read statements and, as they listen, choose whether the statements are true or false.

	Procedure/Steps--these need to be written in the perspective of what the students do
	For animal names Ss don’t know in English, T will tell Ss.
	T will give Ss commands about movements that are in the listening script such as "Bend your neck.", "Arch your back."
	Procedure/Steps--these need to be written in the perspective of what the students do
	T puts a chart on the board:
	Reading a New Letter
	T has Ss look at the handouts and read the letter from the cows.
	Noticing the Letter Structure and Grammar
	Form/Meaning Check
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	* T previews p. 130 “Structures 1” and checks Ss understanding of USE for less/more: T asks focusing Qs: How many sentences have missing words? Use guiding Qs: How much is the CD player? How much is the watch?
	Top of page 125 - “Look and Say II” 
	* T models (T-Ss & Ss-T) 
	Optional (It only focuses on who)
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	* Ss use the Q: “Who is…”  and the short answer: “A is….” to the new dialogue.
	**Consent**
	*Make sure all dialog support has been removed from WB and PPT. Lists of adjectives, names of famous people or places can stay on the WB
	* Put Ss in large circle  Each S receives a slip of paper with five columns on it. (Ss name, 2 People/2 Things, Adjective, their answer and score) 
	* T guides Ss in filling out the game sheet. T can ask: What your name? Where will you write it? For the second column T can ask: What are you writing in the third column? How many people/things will you write down?  For the third column T can ask: What kind of word goes here? What kind of words do we use to talk about people and things? Can you give me a word that tells me about a person or thing? For the fourth column T can ask: What will you write here? Are you writing what you think or what your classmates think? For the fifth column you can ask: How do you get a point? 
	* Ss make questions based on what they have written on their strips:
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	* Put Ss in large circle. Each S receives a slip of paper with five columns on it. (Ss name, 2 People/2 Things, Adjective, their answer and score) 
	* T guides Ss in filling out the game sheet. T can ask: What your name? Where will you write it? For the second column T can ask: What are you writing in the third column? How many people/things will you write down?  For the third column T can ask: What kind of word goes here? What kind of words do we use to talk about people and things? Can you give me a word that tells me about a person or thing? For the fourth column T can ask: What will you write here? Are you writing what you think or what your classmates think? For the fifth column you can ask: How do you get a point? 
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